Introduction
Mathcad's powerful graphing capabilities provide a rich environment which can be used interactively to demonstrate the behavior of incident light with a chiral medium. The relation of optical activity and circular polarization is abstract and difficult for students to visualize without graphical representation. Also, advanced graphing techniques are critical skills which need to be developed beyond basic spreadsheet plotting. Left handed plane polarized light is first shown as the vector sum of two orthogonal sine functions. The macroscopic properties of refractive index and Beer's Law are then connected with the interaction of the chiral medium with the circular components of light. Finally, the ability to set the phase difference allows the display of the rotation of plane polarized light, while varying the absorption intensity allows the depiction of elliptically polarized light. The ellipticty as the standard measurement of circular dichroism is also presented.
The ideas presented here assume basic familarity with chirality, optical activity and electromagnetism; thus, it is aimed at an undergraduate audience in physical or organic chemistry.
Objectives
After using this tutorial, the student should be able to:
-Explain how the principle of superposition can be used in the formation of polarized light -Explain how the circularly polarized components are related to the observed properties of the rotation of plane polarized light and refractive index -Explain how the differential absorption intensities correspond to elliptical polarization and the measurement of ellipticity
The student is expected to have been introduced to the basic concept of defining variables and functions in Mathcad; however, the following skills will be developed in the tutorial:
-Basic manipulation of matrices -Multiple functions on a single 3-dimensional plot -Graph animation and rendering considerations This document employs the following format: headers are labelled green, variables which may be changed are in blue, but variables in maroon are those which should not be changed. Mathcad syntax explanations will be given near the math region; and the actual keys to be typed are contained within "<" and ">" signs, not including the approriate use of the space bar to designate correct formatting of the equation. For example, to define x as 5 would be displayed: <x:5>. Also, additional formatting is included in some Before even defining the function, we will need to define the values to input to it; a few hundred values will give a nice, rounded wave. Indices are used when many successive values of a function are required, specified by a range variable (here i). Since only the relative values we put into the function matter, a convient value for the vector will be the value for the range variable. Below, the vector x defines the direction of propagation of the electric field in time t. 
To designate that the two fields are both planar and orthogonal to each other, the respective E vectors must be placed in a two dimensional matrix with the appropriate zero filled vector. Here the augment function is used to return a matrix which is formed by placing the argument vectors side by side.
The two fields can be mathematically combined using the principle of superposition; this corresponds to normal addition notation in Mathcad, which will add each matrix element to the corresponding element in the other.
E left E 1 E 2 + := Examine the graph below to see how the two planar electric fields are responsible for the handedness of light. Right and left are defined by observed rotation if you were facing it. The parameters for the wavelength and number of points may be altered; what relation of the two must be true to show only one wavelength on the graph? The graph shows the formation of the left handed circularly polarized component. The right handed component is formed from the negative of one of the above electric fields (either E 1 or E 2 ). How could this be represented in the above expression for the sine? Plotting the Data
The data is plotted as a 3-D scatter plot by specifying the respective x, y and z vectors (comma separated) as matrices contained in parentheses; each x, y and z data set must also be comma separated. The superscript in brackets denotes the column operator: this can be accessed from the matrix toolbar or with <Control 6>. This plot, as well as the others in this worksheet, may be animated to show the propagation of the circularly polarized component. First, the electric fields must be given as functions of the FRAME variable instead of actual numbers; this can be accomplished by changing "max:=450" to "max:=FRAME" above. Next, select from the menu above: View/Animate... to bring up the animation dialog box. In the box labeled "To: ", specify the ending value for the variable that is defined with FRAME; here is where you put 450. Divide this value by the the one in "At Frames/Sec" to get the length of time the animation will last, and smoother renderings can be aquired by adjusting these values. Next, the graph must be selected by clicking and dragging across to specify what you want Mathcad to animate. A final consideration is that the axes of the graph should be set to approriate values or the plot will be automatically scaled at each step.
Circular Birefringence
The refractive index of a substance is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed of light through the material, and will always be greater then or equal to one. If the medium is chiral it will have a different refractive index for left and right handed circularly polarized light; this property is called circular birefringence.
Both circular components will travel the same length (L), but this will correspond to different times. Below, the speeds c r and c l are expressions for the respective speeds from rearranging the equation for the refractive index. 
